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Application Statement 

(Ref 100420217-001) 

Context 

The current application seeks permission for proposed works to improve and maintain the water supply 

pipeline from Loch Yucal to the existing Duartmore Hatchery site.  The hatchery is used for the rearing of 

Atlantic salmon from egg-stage to smolt, underpinning Loch Duart Ltd’s wider operations in Highland & 

the Western Isles.  The company produces and processes approximately 6000T of high-quality Scottish 

salmon per annum and employs a team of around 170 staff.  

Development to modernize the Duartmore facility is planned (18_03959_FUL) and the pipeline works are 

necessary to safeguard water supply to the site, ensuring successful future operation.   

 

Works Overview 

An underground pipeline currently runs from Loch Yucal, approximately 220m to the hatchery site; the 

pipeline is 500mm OD concrete pipe.  A second pipeline (twin 500mm OD PE pipes) is proposed, laid 

immediately alongside the existing pipeline in a trench ~1600mm in width.  Works will include careful 

excavation of the existing pipeline, installation of the new pipeline and fittings (shut-off and flow-control 

valves) and reburial.  Works will also be undertaken at the pipeline intake to install the new twin pipeline 

and maintain the existing concrete structure.  It is proposed that the current concrete pipeline remain in 

place as a back-up should it ever be required.   

Prior to entering the hatchery site the existing pipeline diverges into two feeds, one entering the north 

portion of the compound, the other the south.  These feeds cross the Allt na Fiethe Buidhe and Duartmore 

Burn watercourses respectively.  Works to replace both feeds is also proposed, completing renovation of 

the water-supply pipeline from intake to hatchery. 

 

Impact 

The area of the works is not within any designated sites, and once installation is complete there will be no 

discernible difference from the current infrastructure.  An informal path follows the pipeline route, 

established by hatchery staff accessing the intake for routine checks, but also adopted by fishermen 

walking to Loch Yucal; while the works will create temporary disruption to the path, once groundworks 

are complete it will be reinstated and open for their continued use.  A small stand of self-set conifer tress 

surround the upper portion of the pipeline route and intake (marked on accompanying Location Plan) and 

some cutting back will be necessary for access to complete the works; this will however be kept to the 

minimum possible.  No change to water abstraction amount is proposed, with only one side of the dualled 

main-line being in use at any one time.  


